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News and updates from LS Retail

PARTNER OPERATIONS

LS Central/LS Nav on-premises perpetual and on-
premises subscription pricelists updates 

- effective October 1, 2024
To minimize pricing disparities between versions by aligning to cloud pricing, LS
Retail wants to inform you about upcoming changes to the LS Central/LS Nav on-
premises perpetual and on-premises subscription pricelists. These changes are in
reference to the latest Microsoft pricing update announcement.

Please note that there will be no updates to the Base Prices at this time, only factor
adjustments.
 
Currency Factor Increase
The currency factor will increase by approximately 20%, varying by region/country,
except for the USA, where it will stay at the baseline.  

The Pricelists valid as of October 1, 2024 will be available in the coming weeks,
showing the updated prices. 

See full announcement for further details.

Annual Enhancement Plan increase
- effective October 1, 2024

Following the latest Enhancement plan announcement from Microsoft, the annual
price of Enhancement Plans (EP) will increase for on-premises perpetual products
purchased through DPL.
 
We have compiled a comprehensive spreadsheet that provides a detailed overview
of the features of our products and their evolution over time. This tool can be
leveraged to provide compelling reasons to customers for upgrading to the latest,
more secure, and supported versions of our products.  By remaining active on an
enhancement plan, customers can enjoy a multitude of benefits, which are
outlined here.
 
See full announcement for further details.

DEVELOPMENT

LS Central 24.0 was released on April 8, 2024
Release date April 8, 2024. This version is built on Microsoft Dynamics 365
Business Central 2024, release wave 1, build 24.0.16410.18056.

LS Central version 24.0 is a major release in our new release plan.
 
Please find the Release Announcement on the Portal, and, for further details,
check out the Release Notes.

Analytics for LS Central 2024.1 released
In this version of Analytics the focus has been on the new Hospitality report and on
adding Budget and Section and shelf report pages to the Sales Analytics report. The
new Hospitality report includes sales and inventory reports. Reports aimed
especially at quick service and fine dining and KOT information from the Kitchen
display service. It includes three dashboards and over thirty overview and detail
report pages. 
 
This release also includes a few bugfixes in reports and data warehouse. 
 
Want to know more?

EVENTS

conneXion, Reykjavik, Iceland. May 13 - 15, 2024
We look forward to welcoming partners, customers and prospective customer next
week at our conneXion event in Reykjavik, Iceland. The LS Retail team has been
preparing for months and now everything is coming together. See you soon!

Find us on social media:

LS Retail, an Aptos company, develops software for retail, hospitality, pharmacy, gas stations and
restaurants. Our solutions have been installed in more than 110,000 stores globally.
 
For more information, visit www.lsretail.com.
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